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The performance of the standard hydrogenated amorphous silicon carbon–crystalline silicon solar
cell is extensively compared with the performance of a hybrid structure subjected to a
high-temperature annealing processing. Our analysis indicates that high-temperature-annealed
heterojunctions show more robustness in the presence of energy offsets and defective
amorphous-crystalline interfaces. Annealed hybrid cells are also less vulnerable to the negative
impact of amorphous silicon carbon doped layers with poor electrical properties. Furthermore,
annealed structures have the potential to generate higher efficiencies than conventional
heterojunctions regardless of the wafer quality. The presence of boron at the amorphous-crystalline
interface and in the wafer front region plays an important role in annealed hybrid structures that are
made with low-quality wafers or where there is a highly defective amorphous-crystalline interface.
In this scenario, a linear boron profile in the wafer front region is more appropriate, for which there
is an optimum thickness. For low defect amorphous-crystalline interfaces and high-quality wafers,
a boron exponential profile is more appropriate when boron creates additional defects in the front
region of the wafer. The shape of the boron profile becomes less relevant when the boron does not
add additional defects to the front region of high-quality wafers and when the amorphous-crystalline
interface is low defect or defect-free. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1836006]

I. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous silicon/crystalline silicon heterojunction so-
lar cells began to attract considerable attention once it had
been demonstrated that high efficiencies(21%) can be
achieved on Czochralski(Cz) silicon with a simple structure
and a low-temperature process.1 This practice has the poten-
tial to become a cost-effective alternative for present day
crystalline silicon(c-Si) and poly-Si solar cell technology.
The p-n junction is formed by plasma-enhanced chemical-
vapor deposition(PECVD) at temperatures below 300 °C.
The low-temperature process enables the use of cheaper
lower-quality substrates. Back surface or passivating layers
can also be added by deposition.

In general, amorphous-crystallinesa-cd silicon hetero-
junctions consist of a thins,50 nmd highly doped amor-
phous silicon carbide window layer deposited on a crystal-
line silicon wafer. The window layer should have a high
transparency to maximize the light absorption inc-Si and a
high conductivity to minimize the series resistance losses.
The band gap and the activation energy of the amorphous
silicon layer can be easily tailored by PECVD deposition.
This flexibility has led to many applications of hybrid het-
erojunctions as solar cells,2 transistors,3 x-ray detectors,4

photoreceivers,5 and light-emitting diodes.6

The main drawbacks ofa-c heterojunctions are that(a)
the defect density at thea-c interface can be high because of
damage caused by polishing and by residual impurities re-
maining after the wafer has been cleaned and(b) offsets
introduced by materials of different band gaps can impose
serious limitations on photocarrier collection. An interesting
way to overcome these negative features of heterojunctions
is to anneal them at temperatures between 800 and 900 °C.
At these high temperatures, the amorphous layer becomes a
mixed-phase material that consists of submicron-size crystal-
lites embedded in an amorphous matrix.7,8 The presence of a
fraction of microcrystalline phase in the amorphous matrix
increases the electrical conductivity and decreases the optical
band gap.8 Under appropriate temperature and annealing
conditions, impurity atoms from the deposited layer can dif-
fuse into the substrate and move thep-n junction away from
the metallurgical interface. Reference 9 discusses the effects
that annealing can have on the electrical characteristics of
p-type a-SiC on n-type crystalline silicon heterojunctions.
This structure is called an annealeda-c heterojunction and it
will be recognized in this paper as thep-p-n heterojunction
by the presence of an “extrap layer” created in the first
nanometers of thec-Si wafer by diffusion of boron from the
p-a-SiC layer.

The aim of this paper is to explore the possible advan-
tages of thep-p-n device over its counterpart, the singlea-
SiC/c-Si heterojunction. Using a detailed computer model-
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ing, we compare the efficiencies of both types of devices for
different a-SiC band gaps,a-c offsets, diffused layer widths
in the c-Si wafer, etc. First, and assuming that the electrical
and optical parameters in thec-Si wafer are identical, we
study the different scenarios in which the annealedp-p-n
heterojunction performs better than the conventionalp-n
structure. We also discuss the real wafer status of both struc-
tures. Finally, we use computer simulations to explore how
different boron profiles at the front region of the wafer affect
the solar cell efficiency.

II. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Modeling

Simulations were performed with the computer code
D-AMPS, the AMPS’ code (analysis of microelectronic and
photonic devices developed at The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, USA10) plus some new developments. These new
developments are the inclusion of amphoteric states,11 the
defect pool model,12 and scattering at rough surfaces.13

We represent the density of states ina-SiC films with
three different Gaussian distributions:D−, D0, andD+. The
peak energy of these Gaussians are located in the lower half
of the band gapsD−d, close to the Fermi level of the intrinsic
material sD0d, and in the upper half of the band gapsD+d,
respectively. The ratio of charged-to-neutral defects was 4:1
and the correlation energyU was assumed to be equal to
0.2 eV. The peaks of the Gaussians were spaced 0.3 eV apart
in energy and the density of states enclosed by each Gaussian
is in agreement with the figures proposed by the defect pool
model.12 The separation between the nonoccupiedD+ peak
and the double occupiedD− peak, usually known asD, was
therefore equal to 0.4 eV and independent of thea-SiC band
gap.

Neutral boundary conditions were adopted at the front
and back contacts. The doping density, trap density, and
cross sections inc-Si were selected to describe a high-quality
c-Si wafer. In the annealed junction, the boron profile is rep-
resented by a function decaying exponentially from thea-c
interface towards thec-Si bulk in agreement with experimen-
tal findings.9 Finally, we will assume that back-surface field
(BSF) is present at the back contact in order to gain insight
into the full electrical potential of these structures.

Three different structures are compared in this paper: the
singlep-a-SiC/n-c-Si heterojunction that we will call device
A or p-n; the double emitterp-a-SiC/PDL/n-c-Si hetero-
junction that we will call device B orp-p-n and where PDL
stands for the region of the wafer where boron has diffused
from the p-a-SiC layer by annealing; and finally, thep-a
-SiC/n-c-Si structure or device C, which is the result of
removing the PDL layer in device B. The first and the second
solar cells(A and B) are real devices while the third solar
cell (C) is included here only for purposes of comparison.
This triple comparison allows us to analyze the separate im-
pacts of lower offsets at thea-c interface and of the PDL
layer on the solar cell efficiency. We pay particular attention
to understanding the role played by the PDL layer in improv-
ing the solar cell efficiency.

B. Experimental knowledge

Table I lists the experimentally known electrical param-
eters used in our simulations. High-temperature annealing
processings800–900 °Cd in hybrid structures gives rise to
boron diffusion from thep-a-SiC layer into the wafer, which
increases the emitter width. The resulting boron depth profile
shows an exponential profile that reaches regions further
from the a-c interface at higher temperatures.9 The doping
density ina-SiC is adjusted to match the experimental dark
conductivity. The stoichiometry of this film is approximately
a-Si0.8C0.2:H and the dark conductivity is around 32V cm−1.
The trap density and cross sections inc-Si are tailored to
reproduce the wafer minority-carrier lifetime. Using the elec-
trical and optical material parameters listed in Table I as
input data inD-AMPS we checked our ability to fit available
experimental darkJ-V-T and light J-V curves in fewp-a-
SiC/n-c-Si (A) and p-a-SiC/p-c-Si/n-c-Si (B) samples. In
annealed structures, the study of the transport mechanisms
that control the dark current–voltage at different tempera-
tures indicates that the diode is nearly ideal and has quite a
low series resistance that will not limit the fill factor in solar
cells.9

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Sec. III A, we quantify the effect on the solar cell
performance of several energy offset distributions, various
defective layers at the amorphous-crystalline interface, and
low and high activation energies at thep-a-SiC layer. In Sec.
III B, we explore the dependence of the solar cell efficiency
on the boron profile present in then-c-Si wafer. We also
study the possible deterioration of the device efficiency
caused by boron atoms diffusing from thep-c-SiC layer into
the PDL layer.

A. Basic features of hybrid solar cells

First, we will explore the advantages of the double-
emitter configuration of structure B over the single-emitter
configuration of devices A and C. Below we will discuss how
annealing processing affects the difference in lifetimes be-
tween devices A and B(see Table I).

TABLE I. Experimental parameters used in our simulations ofp-n and p-
p-n hybrid solar cells.

Device A
p-a-SiC/n-c-Si

Device B (annealed)
p-a-SiC/p-c-Si/n-c-Si

a-SiC gap(eV) 1.9 1.4
a-SiC activation energy(eV) 0.4 0.05
a-SiC minority-carrier lifetime(s) 10−11 10−11

a-SiC thickness(nm) 50 50
Wafer minority-carrier lifetime(s) 10−3 2.5310−4

Wafer thicknesssmmd 300 300
Wafer doping densityscm−3d 731015 731015

p-c-Si (PDL) layer-thickness(nm) ¯ 360
PDL layer-boron concentration at
the a-c interfacescm−3d

¯ 531019
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1. Offsets

Rigorous modeling ofa-SiC/c-Si heterojunctions re-
quires special consideration to be given to the relative dis-
placement of the conduction and valence bands at thep-n
interface. Experimental work still has not unambiguously es-
tablished the relative conduction- and valence-band displace-
ment as thep-a-SiC band gap is widened or narrowed. When
the band offset is entirely located at the conduction-band
edge, the resulting potential barrier at thea-c interface miti-
gates electron back diffusion, thus reducing recombination
losses in thep-a-SiC layer and undesired electron flows to-
wards the front contact. The price to pay is that holes are
pushed by a lower electric field to exit but there is no poten-
tial barrier that hinders collection. When the band offset is
entirely located at the valence-band edge, the increased en-
ergy difference between Fermi levels ina-SiC andc-Si in-
creases the electric-field intensity around thea-c interface
and also reduces electron back diffusion. Holes drift with
more intensity towards the front contact but they have to
surmount a higher barrier at thea-c interface, which can
increase recombination losses at thea-c defective layer.
Hence, by changing the band alignments, we activate two
competing effects and the final outcome has to be established
in each particular case.

Figure 1 shows the impact of different offset alignments
on the solar cell efficiency for differentp-layer band gaps.
The energy offset distribution nomenclature is as follows:
CB stands for an offset entirely in the conduction band, HH
stands for an offset that is half in the conduction band and
half in the valence band, and VB stands for an offset entirely
in the valence band. We cover the band-gap energy range
going from high-temperature-annealeda-SiC sEG=1.4 eVd
(Ref. 7) to the standard material grown by PECVDsEG

=1.9 eVd. For simplicity we have not included multiple step
tunneling mechanisms in these simulations. Detailed discus-
sions on the role played by tunneling currents at thea-c
interface and their impact on the solar cell performance can
be found in previous publications.14 Tail slopes, the total
dangling-bond density(DBD), and the acceptor doping den-
sity sNAd were changed in accordance with thea-SiC band
gap by reproducing the activation energies of 0.05 eV for
EG=1.4 eV and of 0.4 eV forEG=1.9 eV. In Fig. 1 we have

not included the PDL layer. Hence we are only looking
at devices C and A forEG=1.4 eV and EG=1.9 eV,
respectively.

When we assumed that offsets were equally split be-
tween the conduction and the valence band we adopted two
different approaches. First, we moved the activation energy
in the p-aSiC layer between 0.05 eVsEG=1.4 eVd and
0.4 eV sEG=1.9 eVd by adjusting the acceptor doping den-
sity. The activation energy varied linearly from
0.05 to 0.4 eV in conjunction with the band gap. This as-
sumption of a linear variation varied the built-in potential
sVbid with respect to thea-SiC band gap for any band align-
ment. Secondly, we assumed that the built-in potentialVbi

was kept constant for differenta-SiC band gaps. For the first
scenario, Table II shows the offsets and activation energy
adopted for each individualp-a-SiC band gap. Nomenclature
is as in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 shows that for highp-a-SiC band gaps the
transport of holes at thea-c interface is entirely blocked
when the offset is completely in the valence band. For high
a-SiC band gaps the performance of thespda-SiC/sndc-Si
heterojunction can become very sensitive to band alignment,
something that cannot be controlled experimentally.

In our previous simulations differentp-a-SiC band gaps
(and therefore different offsets at thea-c interface) had given
rise to different electric-field profiles inside the depletion re-
gion. In order to quantify the impact of different offsets on
the solar cell performance without masking our results with
the changes made to the electric-field profile in Fig. 1, we
also show(dotted lines) the heterojunction efficiency for dif-
ferent a-SiC but constant built-in potentialVbi (shown only
for HH alignments). For different band gaps the acceptor
doping density in thep layer is adjusted so that the built-in
potentialVbi is equal to 0.88 eV andEGsp-a-SiCd=1.9 eV.
As was observed when the electric field was allowed to vary
with thep-a-SiC band gap, high band gaps make free-carrier
transport more difficult and has a negative impact on the
solar cell efficiency. The solid and the dotted lines(HH
alignment) clearly show the separate impacts on the solar
cell performance of lower offsets and higher electric fields.
Figure 1 shows that the heterojunction is less sensitive to
offsets at thea-c interface for lower offsets and for more
intense electric fields in the depletion region(higher values
of Vbi).

FIG. 1. Efficiency of thep-n hybrid solar cell with respect to thep-a-SiC
band gap(devices A and C). The density of DB at thea-c interface is
assumed to be 1011 cm−2. CB, HH, and VB correspond to an offset that is
entirely in the conduction band, half in the conduction band and half in the
valence band, and entirely in the valence band, respectively.

TABLE II. p-a-SiC/n-c-Si built-in potentials for differenta-SiC band gaps
and band alignments; CB, HH, and VB correspond to an offset entirely in
the conduction band, half in the conduction band and half in the valence
band, and entirely in the valence band, respectively.

Offsets/gap
(eV)

CB
(eV)

HH
(eV)

VV
(eV)

EA (p-layer)
(eV)

1.4 0.84 0.98 1.12 0.05
1.5 0.77 0.96 1.15 0.12
1.6 0.7 0.94 1.18 0.19
1.7 0.63 0.92 1.21 0.26
1.8 0.56 0.9 1.24 0.33
1.9 0.49 0.88 1.27 0.40
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2. Activation energy at the „p…-a-SiC layer

Another benefit of the annealedp-p-n structure is the
robustness introduced by the PDL layer in devices with a
poor-quality a-SiC layer. Highly defective and/or noneffi-
ciently dopedsNAd p-a-SiC layers reduce the solar cell effi-
ciency in p-p-n structures to a lesser extent. The singlep-
a-SiC/n-c-Si heterojunction, on the other hand, is quite sen-
sitive to these adverse characteristics of the amorphous layer.

Figure 2 compares the efficiency of the three structures
for different a-SiC activation energiessEactd. In a singlea-
c heterojunction it is well known that the built-in potential
Vbi is very sensitive to the activation energy of the amor-
phous layer. Figure 2 clearly shows the dramatic decrease in
the efficiency of device A for higherp-a-SiC activation en-
ergies. As soon as the doping concentration is below the
dangling bond density(DBD) the efficiency of thep-n solar
cell collapses. In the annealed heterojunction, on the other
hand, the efficiency is still acceptable for lowNA/DBD ratios
(or, in other words, for high activation energies). In these
simulations, we have assumed that the doping profile in the
p-c-Si (PDL) layer is not changed when the doping density
(or the activation energy) in the amorphous layer is varied. It
is interesting to note that the efficiency of the annealedp-p
-c structure(device B) also decreases at high values ofEact

sp-a-SiCd. In order to reach charge neutrality, the bands in
the amorphous layer near thea-c interface are forced to bend
downwards whenEact sp-a-SiCd is poor, which creates a
higher barrier for holes flowing towards thea-c interface.
This barrier hinders hole transport and favors recombination
losses at the
a-c interface in the PDL layer and the depletion region of the
n-c-Si wafer. However, the recombination losses increase
most in the amorphous layer because a higher barrier for
holes at thea-c interface also means a lower barrier for elec-
tron back diffusion at thea-c interface.

The solar cell efficiency cannot be improved by using
wafers with higher doping levels. Higher doping concentra-
tions increase the built-in potential but also deteriorate the
electrical properties of the wafer. Thinnerp-a-SiC layers
help to improveJSC and consequently the efficiency because
they reduce losses in the front region, mainly at blue wave-
lengths. Our code predicts a relative increase of almost 11%
in the efficiency when we use a 10-nm-thickp-a-SiC layer
instead of a 50-nm-thick layer. For the parameters used in
our analysis, at 4-nm the electric field in thep-c-Si layer is

shielded from thea-c interface. Hence, thep-a-SiC layer
could be as thin as 8 nm so that the front contact is kept
electrostatically isolated from thep-c-Si layer. Hence, thin-
nerp-a-SiC layers are not recommended because any undes-
ired band bending effect at the front contact could seriously
harm the electrical field inside the PDL layer.

3. Defective layer at the amorphous-crystalline
interface

Figure 3 illustrates the sensitivity of the different hybrid
structures to the presence of a defective interface layer at the
a-c interface. This defective layer is assumed to be 10 nm
thick and to have thec-Si band gap.15 We can see that the
efficiency of thep-n structure(device A) initiates its decline
for a surface defect density higher than just 109 cm−2 and its
performance already shows a significant deterioration for a
surface defect density of 331011 cm−2. On the other hand,
the annealedp-p-n structure(device B) is much more robust
in the presence of such defective layers. A surface defect
density of 1011 cm−2 does not harm its performance, which
remains at around 17%. Furthermore, the efficiency is still
well above 14% even fora-c interfaces as defective as
1013 DB/cm2. The theoreticalp-n device C shows greater
sensitivity to the presence of ana-c defective layer than
structure B for interface defective layers of more than
1012 DB/cm2.

First, we will discuss our results for very low defect
densities at thea-c interface. In this scenario, the recombi-
nation loss and the shielding effect on the electric field of the
depletion region introduced by thea-c interface are negli-
gible. Similar performances of devices B and C indicate that
the PDL layer is not responsible for the fact that the efficien-
cies in device B are higher than those in device A. Table III
lists the performances predicted byD-AMPS for the three

FIG. 2. Efficiency of hybrid solar cells with respect to thep-layer activation
energy. The density of defect states at thea-c interface is equal to 1011 cm−2.

FIG. 3. Efficiency of hybrid solar cells with respect to the surface density of
defects at thea-c interface. The defectivea-c interface layer is assumed to
be 10 nm thick and the boron density at thea-c interface is 531013 cm−2
in device B.

TABLE III. Predicted performances for structures without a defective layer
at thea-c interface.

Device A Device B Device C

JSC smA/cm2d 28.20 29.17 29.18
Voc (V) 0.784 0.765 0.753
FF 0.733 0.779 0.787
Efficiency (%) 16.20 17.40 17.30
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structures when the presence of thea-c defective layer can
be neglected.

Recombination losses are higher in device A than in de-
vices B and C. In short circuit conditions, losses come
mainly from recombination in thep-a-SiC layer(highest loss
in structure A) and from electron back diffusion at the front
contact(highest loss in structures B and C). Recombination
losses in the wafer become dominant nearVoc and they con-
trol its value. In devices A and B, losses at the front contact
and in thep layer do not significantly increase with voltage.
The scenario is different in device C where recombination
losses in thep layer rise considerably for forward voltages
near Voc due to the absence of the PDL layer. The higher
back diffusion of electrons to thep layer is responsible for
the lower values ofVoc predicted by our code for device C.

In device A the lower effective built-in potential(the
activation energy is 0.4 eV instead of 0.05 eV) and the ac-
cumulation of free holes near thea-c interface give rise to a
thinner depletion region inc-Si and to a less intense electric
field in the wafer bulk. The weaker electric field in device A
allows higher concentrations of free electrons and holes and
more recombination, which leads to a poorer fill factor(FF).
However, structure A shows a higherVoc than devices B and
C. Visual inspection of lightJ-V curves indicates that the
J-V characteristic of structure A has a tail for forward volt-
ages when the forward voltage approachesVoc. This phe-
nomenon is connected to the trapping and detrapping pro-
cesses of holes at thep layer. The huge piling up of free
holes at thea-c interface on thec-Si side restricts the trapped
carrier distribution in thep-a-SiC layer by the charge neu-
trality condition. Holes are released from gap states to the
valence band inside thep layer and preferentially near the
a-c interface, which magnifies the net negative charge in this
region. This scenario is connected to the creation of a light-
induced dipole that introduces a voltage drop around thea
-c interface, the sign of which is opposite to that of the
applied force. When the forward voltage increases, the thick-
ness of the depletion region in the wafer decreases, which
allows more electrons to recombine with free holes accumu-
lated near thea-c interface. The reduction of the free hole
concentration at thea-c interface induces the trapping of
back diffusing free holes inside thep layer, which subse-
quently reinforces the electric field in the depletion region
and the wafer. The strengthening of the electric field in-
creases the solar cellVoc because a higher voltage is needed
to achieve a total recombination loss equal to the photocur-
rent. This scenario also leads to a significant deterioration
in FF.

The effective built-in potentials of devices B and C are
higher because of the low activation energy of the annealed
a-SiC layer. Higher built-in potentials lead to devices with
better FF andJSC. BetterJSC and FF are connected to a lower
electron back diffusion in thep-a-SiC layer and at the front
contact. A more intense electric field in the depletion region
makes it easier to push electrons towards the wafer bulk.

Let us now discuss devices with a defectivea-c interface
layer. Table IV shows the performance predicted byD-AMPS

for the three structures studied in this paper when they have
an a-c defective layer with a surface density of 1013 cm−2.

We observe in our simulations that at short circuit con-
ditions the main loss mechanisms are electron back diffusion
at the front contact in device A and recombination in thep
layer in device C, similar to what we found for high-quality
interfaces. In device B, recombination losses at the interface
defective layer are comparable to the electron back diffusion
loss at the front contact and of the same order. In any case,
the presence of a highly defective interface does not harm
JSC much. When a forward voltage is applied, recombination
losses at the interface defective layer quickly increase at
higher voltages in devices A and C. Table IV shows that FF
is quite poor andVoc is lower in these devices. On the other
hand, the PDL layer in device B prevents electron back dif-
fusion of photogenerated electrons from the wafer towards
the interface. This result clearly shows the important role
played by thep-c-Si (PDL) layer in achieving goodVoc and
FF in hybrid structures with highly defectivea-c interfaces
and lowa-SiC band gapss1.4 eVd. Device C still performs
better than device A because of its higher effective built-in
potential, which prevents some of the photogenerated elec-
trons of the wafer from reaching the defective interface
where they can recombine.

The three figures already shown indicate that the an-
nealed structure is more robust in the presence of offsets and
defective layers at thea-c interface than the singlep-n hy-
brid heterojunction(A). In addition, Fig. 3 shows that for
highly defectivea-c interfaces the robustness of thep-p-n
structure comes mainly from the PDL layer and not from the
lower offsets at thea-c interface. The PDL layer allows the
annealed heterojunction not only to sustain an acceptable
built-in potential for ap-amorphous layer with poor electri-
cal properties(Fig. 2) but also to host quite defective layers
at thea-c interface while maintaining a quite reasonable ef-
ficiency. Highp-SiC activation energies can considerably de-
teriorate the depletion region electric field in singlep-n hy-
brid cells, which can significantly enhance the recombination
of photogenerated carriers at the defective layer, in the deple-
tion region and in the wafer. On the other hand, the annealed
structure is more stable at low values ofNA or high densities
of DB in the p-a-SiC layer because the PDL layer is able to
sustain a reasonable intensity of the electric field inside the
depletion region even in these adverse scenarios.

B. Boron diffusion into the wafer: Impact on the solar
cell efficiency

In this section, we will study the dependence of the solar
cell performance on the boron doping profile in the PDL
layer or wafer front region and the possible negative effects
of boron diffusion in the wafer.

TABLE IV. Predicted performances for structures with ana-c defective
layer with 1013 DB/cm−2.

Device A Device B Device C

JSC smA/cm2d 28.05 27.66 29.09
Voc (V) 0.458 0.630 0.467
FF 0.486 0.825 0.678
Efficiency (%) 6.24 14.39 9.23
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1. Boron profile in the diffused „p…-c-Si (PDL) layer

It is interesting to explore how the efficiency of the an-
nealedp-p-n structure depends on the boron doping profile
in the PDL layer. In our simulations, the boron profile is
represented by the following equation:

NAs0des−x/Xdd, s1d

whereNAs0d is the boron concentration at thea-c interface
s531019 cm−3d andx is the position with respect to thea-c
interfacesx=0d. The parameterXd (nanometer) is given by
the expressionXd=CWWPC, where WPC (nanometer) is the
PDL layer thickness estimated to be 360 nm from our
secondary-ion-mass spectroscopy(SIMS) profiles.9 CW (non-
dimensional) reflects how steep the boron exponential profile
is. In order to reproduce the experimental boron profile. The
most appropriate value for the parameterCW was found to be
0.06.

The various exponential boron distributions are given by
the figureFW=CW3100%. In the particular case of the ex-
perimental boron profile,FW=6% and we can identify this
distribution as the 6% exponential. Figure 4 shows the de-
pendence of the solar cell efficiency onWPC for two different
boron exponential profiles(FW=0.5% andFW=6%) and for
a linear boron profile. In this figure, we include results for
devices that have a moderate and quite a high density of
defects at thea-c interface. In the first case, we assume the
presence of a surface defect density of only 631010 cm−2.
We observe that different boron concentration profiles do not
give rise to significant differences in the solar cell perfor-
mance for PDL layers thinner than 1000 nm. Although it
cannot be clearly seen in Fig. 4, efficiency is maximum at a
given optimum PDL thicknesssOPDLWd: 17.127% at 10 nm
in the linear profile, 17.122 at 60 nm in the 6% exponential,
and 17.094 at 200 nm in the 0.5% exponential. PDL layers
thinner than OPDLW enhance the FF but deteriorate the open
circuit voltage sVocd. The reverse is true for PDL layers
thicker than OPDLW. The currentJSC is quite a weak func-
tion of the PDL thickness. We find that for very thin PDL
layers, recombination losses inside the PDL layer are negli-
gible in comparison to losses at thea-c defective layer(and

lower than losses at thep layer and front contact) making the
solar cell efficiency almost insensitive to the boron profile.

A p-n junction located near thea-c interface efficiently
extracts photogenerated holes and drifts electrons towards
the wafer where they diffuse until they reach the back con-
tact. In thick PDL layers, the linear distribution tends to build
the p-n junction closer to the right edge of the PDL layer
while steep exponential distributions tend to build the same
p-n junction closer to the left edge of the PDL layer. As a
result of this, the linear distribution gives rise to ap-n junc-
tion located further from thea-c interface and to an ex-
tremely thick effectivep layer in the wafer. Because of its
low electric field, this region does not efficiently push elec-
trons towards the wafer and it gives rise to a high population
of free holes, which significantly increases the recombination
losses at the PDL layer. This scenario leads to high recom-
bination losses and poor efficiencies. On the other hand, very
steep exponential distributions efficiently expel minority car-
riers far from the defectivea-c interface and holes towards
the front contact. Thick PDL with a linear distribution gives
rise to betterVoc than thin PDL layers with exponential dis-
tributions but they introduce a severe deterioration ofJsc. For
instances comparing cells with a linearsLd and with a 0.5%
exponentials0.5Ed profile for a 1000-nm-thick PDL layer we
obtain the following figures:Voc sVd=0.724 sLd and 0.709
s0.5Ed, FF=0.778sLd and 0.803s0.5Ed, andJsc smA/cm2d
=20.52 sLd and 29.14s0.5Ed. On the contrary, our simula-
tions indicate that for highly defectivea-c interfaces(see
Fig. 4) linear boron or nonsteep exponential profiles are
more appropriate. In general, a highly defectivea-c layer
significantly reducesVoc. For a surface defect density of 5
31013 cm−2 and assuming a 200-nm-thick PDL layer, we
haveVoc sVd=0.636sLd and 0.513s0.5Ed, FF=0.825sLd and
0.805 s0.5Ed, and Jsc smA/cm2d=26.61 sLd and 27.29
s0.5Ed. In these devicesVoc is mostly determined by recom-
bination losses in these highly defectivea-c interfaces and,
to a much lesser extent, by recombination losses in the PDL
layer where the electric field has been weakened or partially
shielded by the defectivea-c interface. The linear boron pro-
file prevents better electron back diffusion towards thea-c
interface where they can easily recombine.

The detrimental effect of defective layers at thea-c in-
terface in p-p-n solar cells is more pronounced when the
concentration of boron is lower at thea-c interfaceNAs0d.
Figure 5 illustrates this point and shows the dependence of
the solar cell efficiency onNAs0d for different a-c interface
qualities. The concentration ofNAs0d also determines the bo-
ron profile inside the PDL layer. A higher density of defects
at the a-c interface and/or lower values ofNAs0d tend to
reduceVoc. The weaker electric field at the PDL layer pre-
vents in lesser extent back diffusion of electrons toward the
a-c interface and increases the recombination losses at the
interface and inside the PDL layer.

2. Boron profiles in low-quality wafers

In our simulations, we adopted a wafer minority-carrier
lifetime of 2.5310−4 s (see Table I). Annealed hybrid cells
were also fabricated with wafers of lower quality and a
minority-carrier lifetime of 4310−6 s. It is interesting to un-

FIG. 4. Efficiency of the annealedp-p-n solar cell with respect to the PDL
thickness for different boron profiles:(.) linear distribution,(j) exponen-
tial distribution with FW=6%, and(P) exponential distribution withFW

=0.5%. The surface density of defects at thea-c interface is assumed to be
moderates631010 cm−2d and very highs531013 cm−2d.
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dertake a similar study withD-AMPS in hybrid devices made
with these poor-quality wafers. Figure 6 illustrates the de-
pendence of the efficiency on the PDL thickness for different
boron profiles. Lower minority-carrier lifetimes make the
collection of photocarriers more sensitive to the PDL
electric -field distribution. When the PDL layer is too thick,
the exponential doping profile spreads the electric -field over
a large region of the wafer, weakening its intensity and en-
hancing the recombination losses. On the other hand, when
the PDL layer is too thin, the boron profile distributes the
electric fields over a very localized region near thea-c inter-
face and the free-carrier drift is not very efficient. Hence, the
electric-field profile is optimum for intermediate thicknesses
of the PDL layer.

Figure 6 also shows how the efficiency varies for differ-
ent boron profiles. It shows our results for three values ofFw

in exponential doping distributions(Fw=0.5%,Fw=6%, and
Fw=5%) and in a linear doping profile. Interestingly, the
performance is best for more gradual exponential boron pro-
files and the linear distribution turns out to be the optimum
choice. In this case, thin PDL layers enhanceJsc and deterio-
rateVoc, and thickp-c-Si layers produce the opposite effect.
FF results in a weak function of the PDL thickness.

Under short circuit conditions, annealed solar cells with
exponential doping profiles block electron back diffusion
into thep-a-SiC more efficiently than those with linear dop-
ing profiles by reducing recombination losses. Recombina-
tion losses near thea-c interface in the diffusedp-c-Si layers

are also lower with the exponential profile but the opposite
effect is observed in the PDL layer near then-c-Si wafer and
in the wafer. When the PDL layer is thicker, the exponential
distribution helps to keepJsc near the current generated by
the solar cell without the PDL layer(maximumJsc). We ob-
serve that the linear boron distribution leads instead to better
Voc and FF. The exponential distribution gives rises toVoc

values in the range 0.517–0.53V while for the linear distri-
bution Voc values are in the range 0.53–0.582 V for PDL
layer thicknesses between 4 and 1000 nm. These trends are
similar to the ones found in devices made with high-quality
wafers. Independently of the boron distribution, the PDL
layer tends to reduceJsc and to enhanceVoc and FF.

3. Undesired effects: Wafer damage in high-quality
wafers

One important issue is the possible damage that boron
diffusion can cause to the wafer. In the simulations described
above we have made an important assumption: boron enter-
ing then-type wafer does not create any additional defects.
Figure 7 compares the efficiencies of the annealedp-p-n cell
for two different scenarios: boron does and does not(Fig. 3)
increase the density of defects inside the PDL layer. In our
simulations, we not only assume that the boron concentration
decays exponentiallysFw=6%d according to Eq.(1) but also
that the mobilities, defect cross sections, and densities of
dangling bonds follow a similar dependence. The mobilities
at thea-c defective layer are adopted from tabulated values
available for highly boron-doped c-Si fNAs0d=5
31019 cm−3g. Cross sections are assumed to be two orders
higher at thea-c interface than in the wafer bulk in order to
reduce the minority-carrier lifetime by the same amount. The
dangling-bond density at thea-c interface varies between
1013 and 1021 cm−3. The PDL layer where mobilities, cross
sections, and dangling-bond densities exponentially graded
will be called “damaged” PDL in order to make a distinction
with respect to regular PDL layers where only boron is as-
sumed to follow an exponential or linear curve.

Our simulations indicate that the grading(lowering) of
the free-carrier mobilities in the PDL layer has no impact on
the solar cell efficiency. On the other hand, the grading of
cross sections and defect densities seriously deteriorates the
solar cell performance. Figure 7 indicates that the annealed

FIG. 5. Efficiency of the annealedp-p-n solar cell with respect to the boron
concentration at thea-c interface. Curves are plotted for a defect-freea-c
interface and for three different qualities of defectivea-c interfaces. Results
are shown for a 6% exponential boron distribution in the PDL layer.

FIG. 6. Efficiency of the annealedp-p-n solar cell with respect to the p-
c-Si thickness for different boron profiles:(.) linear distribution,(m) ex-
ponential distribution withFW=50%, (j) exponential distribution withFW

=6%, and(P) exponential distribution withFW=0.5%. The minority-carrier
lifetime in the wafer is 4310−6 s.

FIG. 7. Hybrid solar cell efficiency with respect to the surface density of
defects at thea-c interface. The defectivea-c interface layer is assumed to
be 10 nm thick and the boron density at thea-c interface is 531013 cm−2 in
device B.
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p-p-n structure(device B) still performs better than thep-n
structure (device A) even when boron damages the PDL
layer. As expected, there is a noticeable drop in the efficiency
when the density of defects is higher thanNAs0d=5
31019 cm−3. For dangling-bond densities at thea-c interface
higher than 531019 cm−3, the annealedp-p-n has no advan-
tages over the conventionalp-n structure. The damaged PDL
layer has a negative impact on all the solar cell parameters
but particularly onVoc. Table V compares the solar cell pa-
rameters of both B structures for a density of defects at the
a-c interface of 1011 and 1013 cm2. Comparing B structures
with damaged and with defect-free PDL layers, we see that
additional recombination losses in the defective PDL layer
are responsible for the lowerVoc

Figure 7 shows that the efficiency of device A(the no-
nannealedp-n junction) improves when a real minority-
carrier lifetime of 10−3 s is adopted in the wafer(see Table
I). This does not change the conclusions drawn above; i.e.,
the p-p-n annealed structure still performs significantly bet-
ter than the conventionalp-n heterojunction, although the
annealing processes slightly reduce the wafer minority
lifetime.

Finally, Figure 8 illustrates the dependence of thep-p-
n structure(device B) on the PDL thickness for a 6% expo-

nential distribution assuming that the density of defects, de-
fect cross sections, and boron concentration show an expo-
nential distribution inside the PDL layer. For purposes of
comparison we include the same curve for a device B that
has a defect-free PDL layer. We can see that our predictions
in annealed solar cells with damaged PDL layers are differ-
ent. We observe that there is no optimum PDL thickness for
a linear boron profile and that exponential rather than linear
boron profiles give rise to higher efficiencies. This result
differs from our previous findings for thin PDL layers inp-
p-n devices with high- and low-quality wafers(see Figs. 4
and 6, respectively). On the other hand, our results in Fig. 8
show some similarities with the ones in Fig. 4 for thick PDL
layers. We also see that for devices with thick PDL layers the
linear boron profile in damaged PDL layers is more detri-
mental to the solar cell performance than the exponential
profiles, especially for thick PDL layers. We have to keep in
mind that in these simulations not only is the boron concen-
tration set to vary linearly with position but also the defect
distribution. Hence, by choosing the linear boron profile, we
include more defects in the PDL layer than with any expo-
nential distribution. The linear boron distribution signifi-
cantly magnifies the recombination losses in the PDL region,
damagingJsc and Voc. At the same time the linear profile
strengthens the electric field in the depletion region and
slightly improves the FF. Table VI compares the output pa-
rameters of solar cells with a linear and with a 0.5% expo-
nential boron distribution for a 1000-nm-thick PDL region.

Figures 4 and 8 indicate that the efficiency of annealed
p-p-n devices is highest at a particular PDL thickness for the
exponential boron profiles. However, our results indicate that
the higher efficiency of annealedp-p-n structures made with
high-quality wafers and which have a low density of defects
at the a-c interface comes mainly from the lowerp-layer
activation energy and from the lower offsets at thea-c inter-
face. The PDL layer plays an important role in annealedp-
p-n solar cells with highly defectivea-c interfaces.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using numerical computer simulations, we investigate
the advantages of a high-temperature-annealed hybridp-p-
n amorphous-crystalline silicon solar cell over the conven-
tional p-n amorphous-crystalline silicon solar cell. High-
temperature-annealed heterojunctions are more robust to the
presence of band offsets and defective states at the
amorphous-crystallinesa-cd interface. Lower offsets facili-

TABLE V. Predicted performances for annealedp-p-n (B) structures with
damaged and nondamaged PDL layers and defective layers at thea-c inter-
face of 1011 and 1013 DB/cm2.

Damaged PDL Defect-free PDL

Na-c scm−2d 1011 1011

JSC smA/cm2d 26.87 29.13
Voc (V) 0.547 0.728
FF 0.808 0.797
Efficiency (%) 11.84 16.91

Na-c scm−2d 1013 1013

JSC smA/cm2d 29.02 27.66
Voc (V) 0.655 0.630
FF 0.819 0.825
Efficiency (%) 11.57 14.39

FIG. 8. Efficiency of the annealedp-p-n solar cell with respect to the PDL
thickness for different boron profiles:(.) linear distribution,(j) exponen-
tial distribution with FW=6%, and(P) exponential distribution withFW

=0.5%. The surface density of defects at thea-c interface is assumed to be
631010 cm−2. The density of dangling bonds, cross sections, and mobilities
are graded inside the PDL layer. For the sake of comparison, we also include
the exponential distribution corresponding toFW=6% for a defect-free PDL.

TABLE VI. Predicted performances of annealedp-p-n (device B) structures
with a damaged 1000-nm-thick PDL layer and a defective layer at thea-c
interface with a surface density of defects of 631010 DB/cm2. The linear
and the 0.5% exponential boron distributions are compared.

Na-c scm−2d=631010

W=100 nm Linear profile 0.5% exponential

JSC smA/cm2d 24.08 29.20
Voc (V) 0.653 0.726
FF 0.820 0.799
Efficiency (%) 12.89 16.93
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tate the flow of free carriers, and defective layers with a
higher surface density of dangling bonds can be tolerated in
the annealed structure. Double-emitterp-p-n structures give
rise to efficiencies that are higher than those of conventional
cells because of their lowerp-layer activation energy and
higher built-in potential. The presence of boron at thea-c
interface and in the front region of the wafer plays a signifi-
cant role inp-p-n structures with a highly defectivea-c in-
terface and/or a low-quality wafer. In this scenario a linear
boron profile is the most appropriate distribution in the dif-
fusedp layer. For low defective or defect-freea-c interfaces
and high-quality wafers, a boron exponential profile is more
appropriate in annealed structures if boron creates additional
defects in the front region of the wafer, the most likely sce-
nario in our solar cells. The boron profile shape is irrelevant
if boron does not add additional defects to the front region of
high-quality wafers. Thin amorphous layers are recom-
mended to maximize the short circuit currents8 nmd. An-
nealedp-p-n solar cells are less sensitive to highly defective
or inefficiently doped amorphous layers. For highly doped
amorphous layers, the differences between the efficiencies of
p-p-n and p-n structures are smaller and band alignments
can define the best performing cell. Back-surface fields and
high minority-carrier lifetimes in wafers are beneficial for
both structures in similar proportions.
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